
Building knowledge in the core subjects

 Whole school long term planning

 Curriculum starts in Early Years

 Agreed by whole staff

 Essential knowledge

 Working towards endpoints

 Medium term and daily planning

 Working memory

 Knowledge checks

 Prior to unit of essential knowledge

 Mini knowledge checks

 Revisits (2, 6 and 12 week intervals)



Building knowledge in maths







All staff agreed on reading 
and comprehension 
strategies.

Building knowledge in English



Extract from reading 
rationale



Extract from reading rationale

Guided reading/Group reading comprehension 

Across the school, reading is taught every day. In KS1 and KS2, children participate in daily and weekly 
group reading comprehension. In EYFS, daily and weekly guided reading sessions begin in spring term. 
Across school in the first instance, children are taught comprehension skills; questioning, visualising, 
clarifying, inferring/predicting and summarising (see reading progression document). These skills are 
taught within the autumn term and then applied throughout the year. This approach allows us to build on 
knowledge and diagnose misconceptions. For example, when teaching children how to summarise, this may 
flag up particular children who read with fluency however need additional support when finding the main 
idea of the text. Alongside this, children are taught reading and comprehension strategies (see agreed 
reading/comprehension strategies). All strategies and skills are reinforced and applied at any reading 
opportunity across the whole curriculum. 
All guided and group sessions begin by addressing vocabulary and discussing the prior knowledge of the 
content required. For example, if a group are reading a non-fiction book about camouflage, the children 
need time to activate prior knowledge of the content and explore unfamiliar vocabulary prior to reading 
the text. The unfamiliar and/or subject specific vocabulary is recorded on the ‘what do words mean?’ 
display and in the children’s vocabulary books. This vocabulary is addressed again during vocabulary 
lessons at the end of the week. 



Guided reading/Group reading comprehension 

Guided reading is adult led in EYFS and KS1. Children transition to group reading in year 2 and 3. Guided reading may 
remain appropriate for some children including SEND children throughout EYFS, KS1 and KS2. 
During guided reading, children work in small groups (driven by ability) and read the text together. This can be a 
combination of the adult modelling to the children, children reading in turn and supporting one another or children 
reading independently, aloud or quietly. The book is carefully chosen to align to children’s phonics ability. Children 
orally answer questions about the text. In the first autumn half term, these questions specifically focused on a 
particular comprehension skill. Throughout the rest of the year, these questions will check children’s knowledge and 
application of all comprehension skills. In KS1, guided reading involves a carousel system. When children are not 
reading with an adult, they participate in purposeful phonics or comprehension consolidation tasks. This includes tasks 
such as, applying irregular words/tier two vocabulary to sentence writing and matching captions and pictures to 
consolidate previously learned phonemes.
As children become more fluent and independent readers, they transition into group reading. They work 
collaboratively in groups to read the book/text suitable to their ability and answer variations of comprehension 
questions in written form. In the first instance, children work in mixed ability groups. When the comprehension skills 
have been taught, children then apply these skills in appropriate ability groups. The book is carefully chosen to align to 
children’s reading ability but also to provide an effective level of challenge and extend children’s reading capabilities. 
In KS2, choice of book/text is supported by using the Lexile Range and Pearson’s Bug Club reading scheme. 
Questioning (oral and written) during guided and group reading sessions are based on Bloom’s Taxonomy to ensure 
questioning is appropriately targeted.   
Any child that is significantly working towards or exceeding expectations and is therefore unable to work within a 
group of children of similar ability, work individually during these sessions (supported or independently) to ensure 
their needs are being met.
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progression 
document 



Extract from English rationale

In writing, knowledge refers to the understanding and application of 
grammatical, structural and linguistic features. At Askwith Primary school, 
our planning and teaching builds on children’s knowledge. This allows 
opportunity for deliberate practice, e.g. use of grammatical, structural and 
linguistic features in writing. We ensured that knowledge checks including 
connected knowledge address any areas where gaps in knowledge may have 
occurred. 



Composition 
and 
transcription 
progression 
document 



 Curriculum starts in Early Years (whole school LTP) 

 How we build knowledge is the same as the rest of school, but what 
that looks like is slightly different because of the age of the 
children

 1:1 knowledge checks

 Recorded by an adult unless appropriate for children to write

 Verbal mini knowledge checks

 Daily recaps in learning

Building knowledge in Early Years



 Phonics

 Reception start – baseline check

 Start teaching - whole class

 Daily ongoing assessments 

 End of unit (end week)

 End of unit 3 – summative check

 End of phase

 Nurture groups





 Children who have additional needs follow the National Curriculum

 Depending on the nature of the additional need, this may be personalised for 
individual children

 Granular steps of essential knowledge outlined in the curriculum may be too 
large for children with additional needs

 Personalised endpoints are created which are tailored to the needs of each 
individual child

 Progress is tracked against these endpoints

Building knowledge for SEND children 



Any questions?


